Meeting Forms
& Circles

‘What I thought a meeting was all
about has fundamentally changed.
This is a game-changer –
not only for me, but for us all’

W h Y T r A n S F o r M T h e WAY Yo u M e e T ?
95% of a leader’s time is in meetings, preparing for meetings, or having
meetings about meetings. And yet most meeting cultures are wholly
unsatisfactory for all involved at the level of eﬀectiveness, use of time, cutthrough and breakthrough – often achieving none of the above.
The way we think about, plan and run meetings is simply out of date. You
could go as far as to say that most organisations are stuck in a collective
trance, where ill-disciplines and bad habits run the show, and yet for some
reason we accept this as the way things are.

Transforming the way we meet is needed more than ever before, not only
to help businesses grow and reinvent themselves, but also to help us all
face into the super-wicked problems of our time.
We need to unlearn what has become the norm, and we need to see with
fresh eyes how we can use time, space, information and energy diﬀerently
in the way we meet.
This is how meetings stop being a huge waste of time, and start being a
great use of time, enabling us to shape amazing futures together.
So, what if we could save you 10% of your time by showing you a diﬀerent
meeting paradigm? What if that number was more like 40% as well as
enabling you to be four to ﬁve times more productive? What if we could
also amplify your creativity, decision-making and communication skills?
If we change the way we meet, we will literally change our world.
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SET: Scheduled end time

This is crazy when we come to understand that meetings are the only
stage upon which leaders perform their craft, a craft that they should
continue to grow into and master over time.

SST: Scheduled start time
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MeeTInG ForMS
TWo 24hr exPerIenCeS
08.30

• reconstruction
• The Code

The third program in the curriculum builds upon the previous two
programs and then introduces leaders to a new set of codes and
forms for transforming the way you meet. This time the program
is in two parts.

• Playing with the code
• Time, space, energy &
information

• Learning Circle
• Crafting experiments
• Moments that mattered
• Setting up practice
• ending Well

Pre-Work

15.00
• Welcome, Po3
• Setting Context
• Bad habits & ill-disciplines
• Costs & consequences

• Deconstruction
21.30

60-90 day
Practice Period

• Learning Circle

Part 1: The now course
• Deep-dive into the problems of most meeting cultures, the
need to learn to meet diﬀerently, and the opportunities that
arise from doing so
• Lean into the bad habits, ill-disciplines and cultural patterns that
often get in the way – and the cost and consequence they
have on us personally and on the organisation as a whole
• Deconstruct what a meeting is, and what it is for
• Then reconstruct what a meeting is at a higher order
• Learn a post-conventional blueprint – a new code – for how
to design and hold beautiful meetings
• Link and sync this code with the previous experiences of
holding Space and Moments Matter – including a new
framework for capturing and tagging key moments
• undertake a 60-90 day practice period, that helps you, stepby-step, work through and master the diﬀerent layers of the
code. note: enough practice hours need to be logged to move
onto Part 2

08.30

Part 2: The here course
• reconnect as a community of practice, debrief and share
learning from the practice period
• Deepen into the key insights to claim the blueprint as your
own
• explore diﬀerent ways of using the blueprint – forms and
rhythms to meet diﬀerent organisational and business needs
• Learn how to ‘design’ and catalyse meetings, including how
to play with time, space, energy and information
• undertake the ﬁnal 60-90 day practice period – this time to
build the diﬀerent forms and rhythms into your muscle memory
• The whole journey is then completed at a ﬁnal (virtual or f2f)
session, where each leader prepares and shares a 3-minute
evocative talk about their most important insights

• rhythms

• Meeting Design

• Learning Circle
• Crafting experiments
• Moments that mattered
• Setting up practice
• ending Well

Pre-Work

15.00
• Welcome, Po3
• Setting Context
• Learning Circle
• Deepening Dialogue

• Forms
21.30

60-90 day
Practice Period

• Learning Circle
• Completing well

noWhere CIrCLeS
A nexT Gen vIrTuAL
MeeTInG PLATForM

This next-generation virtual meeting platform comes from a
diﬀerent paradigm — the latest thinking in human process design.
So you can now have better virtual meetings than face-to-face.
This product is currently in Beta testing.
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Visions of the Future

our Core Practice

Tuning Teams

Designing, Catalysing &
Choreographing Breakthrough

Building Eco-Systems
& Cultures of Innovation

holding Space
& empty Mirror

Moments Matter
& Micro-Skills

Meeting Forms
& Circles

Holding Space & Empty Mirror

Moments Matter & Micro-Skills

Meeting Forms & Circles

Our Core Practice

Transforming the way
organisations meet and lead

Transforming the way organisations meet and lead
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The Hum
Celebrating 20 years of nowhere
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riding the Creative rollercoaster

Catalytic Training

?
evocative Leadership
& Catalyst Skills

nMaps: the practice

nMaps
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www.now-here.com
enquiries@now-here.com
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